LIFTING/WARRANTIES, REMEDIES AND DAMAGES

The Manufacturer's Limited Warranty is hereby extended to the original user of this Equipment and applies only to Liftemployed by the Manufacturer to purchase, inspect, repair or replace, in the event that such damage results from defects in materials and workmanship. This warranty extends for a period of two years from the date of manufacture or fourteen months from the date of purchase, whichever is longer. The Manufacturer's Limited Warranty does not apply to any damage or failure caused by accident, misuse, abuse, unauthorized repairs, or alterations.

SAFETY

Before operating the hoist, the operator shall:

1. Read and understand the Operating, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
2. Understand the load and environment to be worked in.
3. Avoid the use of a hoist if the load or environment are beyond the rated capacity of the hoist.
4. Make sure the hook latches are closed and not supporting any load.
5. Make sure the load is free to move and will clear all obstructions.
6. Avoid swinging the load or hook.
7. Avoid lever "flyback" by keeping a firm grip on the lever until operation.
8. Inspect the hoist regularly, replace damaged or worn parts, and make sure the electrical equipment is working properly.
9. Use the hoist manufacturer's recommended parts when repairing or replacing a component.
10. Make sure the hoist has been shut down until repaired.
11. Use the hoist load limiting or warning device to measure load.
12. Protect the hoist's load chain from weld splatter or other damaging contaminants.
13. Avoid using the hoist to lift, support, or transport people.
14. Do not use the hoist if it is damaged or out of service.
15. Do not operate a hoist which has not been properly installed or serviced.
16. Do not operate a hoist unless all persons are and remain clear of the hoist area.
17. Do not operate a hoist on which the safety placards or decals are missing.
18. Do not operate a hoist which has been modified without the manufacturer's written approval.
19. Do not attempt to lengthen the load chain or repair damaged load chain.
20. Do not operate a hoist unless the hoist is equipped with a load limiting or warning device.
21. Do not use the hoist to lift, support, or transport people.
22. Do not install, operate, or maintain the hoist in any manner that is not specified in the Operating, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
23. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is clear of all obstructions.
24. Do not operate the hoist unless all persons are and remain clear of the hoist area.
25. Do not operate the hoist unless the electrical equipment is working properly.
26. Do not use the hoist load limiting or warning device to measure load.
27. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist has been shut down until repaired.
28. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is equipped with a load limiting or warning device.
29. Do not use the hoist to lift, support, or transport people.
30. Do not install, operate, or maintain the hoist in any manner that is not specified in the Operating, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
31. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is clear of all obstructions.
32. Do not operate the hoist unless all persons are and remain clear of the hoist area.
33. Do not operate the hoist unless the electrical equipment is working properly.
34. Do not use the hoist load limiting or warning device to measure load.
35. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist has been shut down until repaired.
36. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is equipped with a load limiting or warning device.
37. Do not use the hoist to lift, support, or transport people.
38. Do not install, operate, or maintain the hoist in any manner that is not specified in the Operating, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
39. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is clear of all obstructions.
40. Do not operate the hoist unless all persons are and remain clear of the hoist area.
41. Do not operate the hoist unless the electrical equipment is working properly.
42. Do not use the hoist load limiting or warning device to measure load.
43. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist has been shut down until repaired.
44. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is equipped with a load limiting or warning device.
45. Do not use the hoist to lift, support, or transport people.
46. Do not install, operate, or maintain the hoist in any manner that is not specified in the Operating, Maintenance and Parts Manual.
47. Do not operate the hoist unless the hoist is clear of all obstructions.
48. Do not operate the hoist unless all persons are and remain clear of the hoist area.
49. Do not operate the hoist unless the electrical equipment is working properly.
50. Do not use the hoist load limiting or warning device to measure load.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

INSPECTION

Before operating the Rigger familiarize yourself with the nomenclature shown in Figures 3 and 4.

1. Free Wheeling: In this condition the chain can be pulled through the Rigger in either direction by hand. This allows quick and easy attachment of the load. Set directional lever to unload position and release pawls as shown in Figure 2.

Preventative Maintenance

2. Attachment To The Load: The CM Rigger can be used in any position provided it is rigged to pull in a straight line from hook to hook. It is important that the frame is free to swivel on the upper hook. Under no condition should the frame be allowed to touch the load or bear on any support when in use as this might cause bending of the hook or frame and possible failure. When operating in limited areas, it is recommended that attachments or slings be used to keep the frame and handle from being obstructed.

3. Operation (see Safety Procedures): After attachment of load, the slack in the chain can be taken up by pulling on the end ring attached to the loose end of the chain. Set directional lever to “load”. Operate the handle up and down and the load will be pulled or tensioned. Shift directional lever to “unload” position and load will be loosened one tooth at a time by the same operation of the handle. When operating the handle, make certain that the load is retained by the Rigger before releasing handle.

CM REPAIR / REPLACEMENT POLICY

Any load that is tied on but has no accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.

MAINTENANCE HOOK INSPECTION

Any load that is tied on but has accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.

Any load that is tied on but has no accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.

CM REPAIR / REPLACEMENT POLICY

Any load that is tied on but has no accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.

MAINTENANCE HOOK INSPECTION

Any load that is tied on but has no accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.

CM REPAIR / REPLACEMENT POLICY

Any load that is tied on but has no accessible throat opening indicates a defective unit. Such load is to be removed and replaced. No person shall apply pressure to or attempt to pull on any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by the CM in an attempt to remove any rope, cable, chain, wire or rope-like material provided or sold by CM.